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'Ladies' is Year's Last Play
Tales of War ' Senior, Note ' Psychological Thriller Will
Told by Major
Be Friday and Saturday
by Nelson Williams

Tales of a valiant 2nd Lieutenant, the "left hook" at
Mereth, his own fool hardy
escapade in the Italian •mountains, an ambushed armored
task force, and the escape
from the beaches of Dunkirk
were related in Major Thomas
Harold Robinson's address here
Monday morning. Refusing to let
a temporary black-out disturb his
descriptions of anti-perso n n e I
mines when Engineer R. M. RonR
blew a fuse on the main circuit,
Marfaret Scharer (lift), Dor.cn Stouffer (seated), Pal Howell
this Royal Artillery officer was
(behind chair), and Patricia Cloos rehearse a scan* from 'Ladies in
enthusiastically applauded by
Retirement," last play of the rear presented by the University Theatre
about 800 listeners.
Friday and Saturday.
A veteran" of Dunkirk and el
Alemein, as well as the Italian
front from which he has just returned, Robinson described these
battles of the early part of the
war. When both flanks fell away
and the British were forced to retreat from France, the Major
said, "We tried to run away backwards, over battlegrounds of the
Th'erta Alpha Phi, oldest national dramatic fraternity, first Great War."
will install its sixty-second chapter, Saturday, June 9, when
Dunkirk
Masque and Mantle becomes its Ohio Iota Chapter. Mr. R. C.
"The Stuka ^ive-bombers made
Hunter, head of the speech department at Ohio Wesleyan Uni- it pretty uncomfortable from
above," he added. When they arversity, will be the installing officer.
Officers of the Ohio Alpha Chapter at Ohio.Wesleyan will rived at the Dunkirk beach, after
.
be in charge of the formal initia- helping to get the wounded out,
he and some others boarded a
tion ceremony in Studio B of the
small Dutch craft manned by
Practical Arts Building at 2:30 on
volunteers. The skipper, "a selfSaturday, June 9th. This will folappointed Admiral," was unable
low a luncheon at the Falcon's
to start the Diesel motors. So they
Nest, to which all members are invited.
Besides
the
installing
memall looked about among the dead,
Four professors arc leaving the
bers and new members, there will
University at the end of thim sewounded, and sleeping for an enbe seven Bowling Green residents
mester and one will return from
gineer. "You could hardly tell
who belong to Theta Alpha Phi.
leave next year, President Frat..':
them apart, but at last we found
J. Prout announced today.
an engineer sleeping, exhausted."
Banquet Saturday Evening
After much persuasion, he was
Three instructors who have been
on temporary appointments here
Tile formal banquet at the Nest
awakened, and in 36 minutes got
will leave July 1 because of the
Saturday evening will be attended
the boat started.
closing of the V-12 unit. Wallace
1/ members of Theta Alpha Phi,
"We touched shore at a famous
Dr. and Mrs. Frank J. Prout, Mr.
T. Baker, physics, will go to the
bathing resort. We didn't really
Applied Physics Laboratory of
nn-J Mrs. J. R. Overman, Miss
land, we just sort of collapsed on
Johns Hopkins University, at SilCharlotte Skene, and Dr. Wayne
the beach," he commented on the
ver Springs, Maryland.
R. E.
ThoniDson. After the dinner, the
arrival at the English coast.
McKay, physics, has not yet made
group'will attend the performance
Africa
definite plans for next year.
of "Lciies in Retirement," final
In
Africa,
counter-attacking
play
of
'.he
year.
After
the
play,
Ralph M. Line, engineering drawRommel with Monty, the British
an
open
r't'eption
will
be
given
in
ing, is going- to the University of
units overreached themselves, and
the Nest.
Illinois.
the Desert Fox struck back. "We
Mary
Jane
Lloyd,
president
of
Dr. John R. Aldcn, assistant prodidn't have enough troops to form
Masque
and
Mantle,
will
preside
fessor of history, has accepted a
a line, so we fortified the high
as
toastmistress
at
the
banquet.
position as professor of American
points, with barbed wire around
The'program will include a speech
and Hispanic-American history at
us, and put German anti-tank
by Mr. Hunter on "The Theater in
the University of Nebraska. His
mines between our posts."
the Post-War World."
Faculty
duties there will begin in SeptemAt Mereth, with supplies and
sponsor Prof. EMen T. Smith will
ber.
petrol for ten days, a British force
speak on "The beginnings and
Dr. Gay W. Allen, who has been
withdrew 10 miles, dupping the
Endings."
\.
on leave of absence this year as a
Germans into thinking it was a
Rockefeller Foundation Research
Charter mcmbers\will be: Barretreat. Then the units dashed
Fellow, will return to the Univerbara Burridge, Patricia Cloos, A/S
16 miles to the right and launded
sity in October.
Dr. Allen has
John Dempsey, Olan Uunlap, Vira new attack on the German posibeen in New York doing research
ginia Falknor, A/S SMney Freetions. "Our patrols cut off the
on the life of Walt Whitman.
man, Richard Herring, Wilma
Holzhauer, Patricia Howell, Jo- cars of the Bosche, which scared
them more than killing would
anne Jones, Virginia Keller, Marhave," Robinson detailed.
"For
Latin Honorary Ha*
garet LeFevrc, Mary Jane Lloyd,
the first 70 miles all went well, but
Dorothy Main, Patricia Meil BelMiller For Officer
then we got a deuce of a dusting
lard, Betty Paxton, Eva Marie
up."
Saint, Patricia Smythe, Doreen
Clara Jean Miller, junior, has
Trying to break through again,
Stouffer, Alice White.
been elected national vice presithe British mounted guns facing
dent of Sigma Pi Rho, national
Will Install Alumni
forward
on the lorries, the driver
Latin honorary.
using cotton and bandages to block
Masque and Mantle alumni memOfficers of the Bowling Green
his ears. "At 4:00 the planes atbers who will be installed are:
chapter for next year are Onnalee
tacked; at 4:16 the artillery openRita Haskins, Georgia Anderson,
McGillvary, president; Clara Jean
(See MAJOR, page 3)
lone Silliman, Vloleta Bible, WalMiller, vice-president; and Ruby
do Egbert, Bette Root, Ruth KelBridenbaugh, secretary-treasurer.
lermeyer, Ernest Maddock, MarCouncil Makes Plans
jorie Fitkin, Ross Kistner, Mable
Fraley, Ralph Klein, and Leila
Publications Dinner
For Class Advisors
Brock.
Will Be June 13
At the Student Council meeting
Bowling Green members of Thelast Thursday, plans were discusta Alpha Phi are: Mrs. Jesse J.
The fifth annual publications
sed for setting up a system of
Currier, Prof, and Mrs. Elden T.
banquet will be held Wednesday
class advisors.
If approved by
evening, June 13, in the Falcon's
Smith, Mr. Sidney Stone, Mrs.
Dr. Frank J. Prout, the plan will
Nest. Approximately 60 students
Waldo Steidtman, Mrs. John R.
go into effect next fall.
who have done outstanding work
This plan provides for a faculty
Alden, and Mrs. John Parlette.
on the University publications,
advisor for each class. In addithe Key, the Bee Gee News, and
Officers of Masque and Mantle
tion, a special advisor to aid the
the Freshman Handbook, will reare: Mary Jane Lloyd, president;
freshmen during their four years
ceive invitations.
The Publicahere will be chosen. Through this
Dorothy Main, vice president; Pations Committee, which sponsors
system each class will eventually
tricia Cloos, treasurer; Patricia
the banquet, chooses primarily
have two advisors; one permanent,
Meil Bellard, secretary; Joanne
staff members who are upperclassthe other changed each year.
men, but attempts to include as Jones, social shairman; Betty PaxThe plan is in line with the Stumany staff members and commit- ton, historian; and Prof. Elden T.
dent Council's goal for this year—
tee workers as possible.
to foster better class spirit at the
Smith, faculty sponsor.
Prof. Jesse J. Currier will preuniversity.
side at the banquet. He will preDuring the meeting each council
sent the senior publications Senior Announcements
member was asked to write a "conawards, the service awards, and
fidential report" to his successor,
will announce the journalism hon- Sold At Republican
giving him any advice that might
or roll for 1946.
—
be valuable. These reports will
Seniors who did not get their
The arrangements committee
be filed and distributed next fall
members are Jean Harshman,
to the new council members.
announcements in the Well Monchairman, Lois Ferris, and Dr. E.
Summer addresses of all council
day may obtain them at the Wood
C. Shuck. Award winners will be
members were j-ecorded and will be
County Republican any time this
chosen by a committee composed
used to locate the members for
week. The announcements are 8
of Alice White, chairman, Jean
planning next fall's freshmen oricents each.
entation program.
Harshman, and Dr. Paul F. Leedy.

Masque and Mantle Becomes
Tlbeta Alpha Phi June 9

Professors Leave
At Term's End

The amount of the special assessment approved by the members of the senior class at their
recent class meeting has been
set at 15 cents each for the class
memorial fund. One person in
each residence has been asked
to take the responsibility of collecting from the seniors.
All
collections should be turned in
to Betty Weaver, senior treasurer by Wednesday, June 13.
Collection agents are: Donna
Rech, Sh.tiel; Mary Holt, Alpha
Chi Omega; Joy Imbody, Delta
Gamma; Bonita Bichan, Alpha
Phi: Mary Purdy, Williams)
Wilma Larger, Alpha Xi Delta;
and Wilma Holshauer, Gamma
Phi Beta. Off campus seniors
may place their assessments in
a container marked "Senior
class memorial fund" which is
in the Key office.
V
>

Senior Recital
Will Be June 11
Alice Walbolt, contralto, and
Jeanne Olewiler, pianist, with
Marjorie Lickty accompanying,
will appear in a senior recital Monday, June 11, at 8 p.m. in the
Practical Arts Auditorium.
Alice will sing "My Lovely
Celia"—Old English; "Grief and
Pain" from "St. Matthew's Passion"—Bach; and "O don fntele"
from "Don Carlo"—Verdi.
Her next group will be from
Strauss, Brahms, and Schubert:
"Morgen," "Zueignung"—Strauss;
"Wicgenleid," "Sapphische Ode"
—Brahms; Erlkonig"—Schubert.
Alice concludes her part of the
program with "White Horses of
the Sea"—Warren; "Lost"—Walbolt; "Overtures"—Gruen; "Philosophy"—Emmell; and "A Birthday"—W o o d m a n .
"Lost" is
Alice's own composition.
Jeanne Olewiler will piny Bach's
Suite No. V; "Keflets dans 1'eau"
—Debussy; "Romance," which she
composed herself; and Rachmaninoff's Second Concerto.
Last Sunduy Jeanne, a soprano,
sang in a senior recital with Alda
Douthett, organist.

"Ladies in Retirement" is a psychological thriller," Prof.
Elden T. Smith, director of the play which will be presented
Friday and Saturday nights, said today.
This play, fourth and last in the current season of University Players' productions, conies the same weekend as the
installation of Bowling Green's dramatics honorary as the
national Theta Alpha Phi. Four

Fourth Termers
Receive Orders
"All V-12 fourth term students
will transfer to other V-12 units
at the end of the current semester," Lt. Harold Bold, commanding officer, announced last week.
Some will go to Harvard University, some to the University of
Virginia, and some to Kensselaer
Polytechnic Institute.
The present third-termers will
take the fourth term here except
for those chosen for flight training, he stated. They will take two
courses in naval science and tactics, which will be taught by a
naval officer.
A class of beginning V-12 students has been ordered here to
begin training July 1.
All of
these will have had previous navy
service.
During the summer term the
V-12 unit will be the same size
that it is at present, according to
Lt. Bold.
Ferris Sets July 4
Frosh Bible Date
Publication date of the Freshman Handbook hns been set for
July 4 but is subject to change,
announced Lois Ferris, editor of
the 1946-46 issue.
One of the changes from last
year's hook will be in size; the new
hook will be seven and one half
inches by five and one half inches.
The book last year was n small
pocket-sized edition.
Staff members working on the
handbook arc Clayton McDolc and
Marjorie Keycrleber, assistants;
I.uceal Foley, Joan Shull, Blanche
Spangler, and Gordon Ward. Doreen Stouffer is staff artist.

Reverend Dr. Norman Peale
Will Address Commencement
11 _R*verend Dr- Norman Vincent Peale, minister of the Marble Collegiate Church, Fifth Avenue and Twenty-ninth Streets,
.New York City, will be guest speaker at Commencement exercises to be held Friday, June 22, at 2:00 p.m. in the amphitheater, weather permitting.
Dr. Peale is a native Ohioan, born here in 1898. He craduated in 1!»20 from Ohio Wesleyan University, received his Masters
degree from Boston University,
and a degree as Bachelor of Sacred
Theology from this same school in
1924.
Honorary D.D. degrees
have been confered upon him by
Syracuse University, Ohio Wcsloyan University, and Duke University.
Since 1932 Dr. Peale has been
minister of Marble Collegiate
Church, the oldest protestant
church in America.
He began
Commencement rehearsal will
be at 4 p.m. Tuesday, June 12, in
the Auditorium, Prof. D. J. Crowley, University Marshal, announced today. All seniors should attend. Guest tickets, four to each
senior, will be given out at that
time.
his career in ministry at the Methodist Episcopal Church, Rhode
Island, in 1922. From there he
went to King's Highway Methodist Episcopal Church, Brooklyn,
New York, and then to the University Methodist Episcopal Church
of Syracuse.
In 1941 Dr. Peale was in Hollywood, where he spent three
months serving as a technical advisor representing the Protestant
Churches in filming the movie
"One Foot in Heaven." Dr. Peale
was selected by a committee representing the Protestant denominations to serve in this capacity, the
first Protestant clergyman ever to
hold this position.
From June to November, for the
past nine years, Dr. Peale has
spoken on a radio program known
as "The Art of Living," over •

Rev. Dr. Norman Peale
hook-up of fifty stations for NBC.
Before entering the ministry,
Dr. Peale was a reporter on the
Morning
Republican,
Findlay,
Ohio, and later on the Detroit
Journal, Detroit, Michigan.
Dr. Peale is tne author of two
books, "The Art of Living" and
"You Can Win," and co-author of
"Faith Is the Answer."
Listed in "Who's Who in America," Dr. Peale is one of the youngest men ever to receive this honor.
He is a member of the Board of
Domestic Relations of the Reformed Church of America, the International Society of Christian Endeavor, the Union League Club of
New York City, the New York
Rotary Club, the National Republican Club, the Ohio Society of New
York, the Quill Club of New York,
and Phi Delta fraternity.

of the seven members of the cast
will be initiated into the national
organisation.
"Ladies in Retirement" is an
English story which takes place in
the 1880's. Doreen Stouffer, who
has one of the lending roles,
also designed the sets. Jean Ek,
freshman, has charge of the costumes. This is the first costume
play since "As You Like It" last
spring.
Cloos-Stouffer Lead
The plot concerns Lenora Fiske,
Patricia Cloos, a GO-year old former actress, and her life with her
elderly housekeeper, Ellen Creed,
Doreen Stouffer.
The story is
complicated by the presence of
Ellen's queer sisters, Louisa and
Emily, played by Pat Howell and
Marjorie Scharer.
Lucy, the maid of the household,
Mary Jane Lloyds Albert Feather,
the Creed sisters' nephew, Ken
Keagle; and Sister Theresa, Laleh
Shepherd, are the other characters
in the drama, described by one
New York critic as a "bloodchiller."
Transue Manages Crew
Murthu Transue is stage manager assisted by Ruth Proudfoot.
Dorothy Main and Donna Grafton
are co-chairmen of the properties committee.
Others aiding
them are Marilyn Holley, Eva
Marie Saint, Margaret Eger, Pat
Park, and Pat Edwards.
Patti Beal, Ann DeMuth, and
Sue Kilmer are members of the
costumes stair.
Sid Freeman, one of the authors
of "Pitchin' Blue," Navy-civilian
show last sponsored by the University Players, is in charge of lighting. Betty Ruth Krabill is helping him.
The building crew consists of
chairman Gordon Wurd, Dick
Gates, Rita Postle, Wilma Dowling, Olga Fulop, Olgu Sonkoly,
and Wilma Holzhauer.
Bill Zimmerman heads the painting staff.
Assistants are Betty
Munding, Norma Jean Burt, Ann
Cutler, Helen McGraw, Norma
Jean Hilyard, and Jone Marshall.
Bobbie Simpson is in charge of
sound.
V-12 John Dempsey, business
manager, said today that the box
office for "Ladies" will be opened
firBt today from 1 to 4 p.m. All
seats are reserved, John said, and
they may be obtained in exchange
for ac cards or for 50 cents each,
including lax.
Box Office Opens Thursday
Thursdny the box office will be
in operation from 8:46 to 10:30
a.m. and from 1 to 3 p.m. Friday
the hours will be from 11 a.m. to
noon and from 1 to 3:15 p.m.
The nights of the performances
the office will open at 7:45, half an
hour before curtain time.
Director Smith, who says the attendance for plays this year has
been unusually good, is hoping for
a big crowd to finish off the season.
He said today that he hopes next
year to return to the tradition of
having a Shakespearean play each
spring.
"The Taming of the
Shrew" has been tentatively scheduled for next year, he said. This
year war-time conditions on the
campus made it inadvisable to have
one of Shakespeare's plays, he
said.
Helen Allion Wins
Scholarship
Helen L. Allion, senior journalism major, has been granted a
$200 scholarship by the Graduate
School of the University of Wisconsin where she will begin graduate work in journalism next fall.
She will be graduated with honors
here in June.
During this semester Helen has
been working one day a week in
the office of the Bowling Green
Sentinel-Tribune. She is the first
student of journalism here to do
off-campus journalism practice.
She is also a reporter and feature
writer for the Bee Gee News.
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Nestward, Ho!

Win or Lose
Bowling Green will have a football team
next fall. This was the decision of the University Athletic Committee last week. The
Committee is to be commended for its willingne.ss to continue football even though the
chances of having a winning team are slim
because of the anticipated lack of material.
Many schools have had to discontinue football during the war. Bowling Green has been
very fortunate in that the presence of the
V-12 unit made it possible to carry on the
game. The approaching withdrawal of the
unit in November had made it doubtful
whether football could continue.
There were many people who believed that
it would harm Bowling Green's high athletic
reputation to have a losing football team. It
would have done far greater harm, however,
to stop the game obviously because we could
not produce a winning team.
The Athletic Committee is right in its decision to carry on, win or lose. To them we
owe our thanks.

One Last Fling
There is a strong tendency among students
the last few weeks of any school year to "let
down," both in their studies and. in their
extra-curricular activities. Seniors, especially, are noted for their desire to have "one last
fling before graduation."
This feeling on the part of students is
understandable after a year of hard work.
However, the process of "letting-down"
shouldn't be carried to the point where it will
jeopardize the student's University record.
Have fun, but finish your work, too.

Hats Off To'Harsh'
One of Bowling Green's outstanding students is Jean Harshman, who retired this
week as editor-in-chief of the Bee Gee News.
An all-round leader, she has not confined her
activities only to her journalistic interests.
Besides editing the
News, Jean has served as
vice president of Student
Council, is a member of
Masqin1 and Mantle,
Swan Club, Sigma Tau
Delta, Boots and Saddle,
and as an officer of her
8 o r o r i t y. Her high
standards of scholarship
brought her recognition
in Book and Motor in her
sophomore year, and this
spring she became a
member of Cap and Gown.
But her first love is journalism. Beginning in high school she has been active in
that field ever since. During summer vacations she has worked on the staffs of the Toledo Times and the Columbus Dispatch. This
summer she will go to the Portland (Ore.)
Journal as a reporter. Her excellent work on
these papers has undoubtedly given the University a good name with the people with
whom she has associated.
That she is outstanding in journalism has
been recognized by the students of other Ohio
schools, for this spring she was unanimously
elected president of the Ohio College Newspaper Association at its annual convention.
As editor-in-chief of the News she has
issued a paper that is among the best in News
history. Every staff member, from the
freshman reporters to the editors, feels that
it has been a pleasure and an inspiration to
work with Jean this year.—GK
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Clreulaaon Uanaaer—
COLUMNISTS—Bob Bashore, A-S, Mary Alias Beeler, Helen
REPORTERS—Helen L. Alllon. Miriam BaUlet. Lois Ferrle. Charlotte Gilbert Barbara Kern, Marlorte Kererleber, Janet Moll,
Virginia Pasnow, Shirley Petkoeok, Mary lane Piper, Betty
Rhoads, Peg Rlegle, Vera Schwarts. lo Shull, Pauline Slmkins,
JoAnn Simmons, Bobbie Simpson, Glenna Smith, Blanche
Spongier, Roeemarte Tomka, Pat Uhlman, Joanne Waugh,
June Wiener,Bob Whitman, Nelson Williams. Catherine Willyard. Allot Toder,
COPT READERS—Lueeal Foley, lean Euebler. Shirley Peutoeek.
Roeemurte Tomka, Blanche Spongier, Gordon
Ward,
Catherine WUlyard.
SOCIETY—Joann Etsel. Opal Ford, Alice Johnson, Amalla Leeko,
Kathleen Price, Joan Rice.
SPORTS STAJT—Wright Burnham. Ethel (Stover. Betty Long,
Tom Mercer, Lucille Pope, Jaoque Shults.
ADVERTISING STAFP—Carle Ackerman, Helen Dermady. Rejean
Kahn. Patricia Annetae Edward. Marian Richardson, Portia
Ohl, Ruth Spent.
CIRCULATION STAFF—Helen Dermady. Marian Hudson, Turly
Blilnehiimiiiei Lois ABB Oault Rejean Hahn, Mary EVsa
Dougherty. Virginia Marten. Late Hans*.

Shades of Barrymore
Was Miss Skene, when one of her students
turned in an exam paper defining up-stage
as "Heaven" and down-stage as "Hell."

tbe Nookie."
And when bidding a fond farewell to their
dates, they've been hoard to mutter, "Good
Nook to yon."

SWEENEY SUBMERGES

WAVES IN THE V?

Bernard Sweeney was floating around in
the pool after having •warn 150 yards one
fine day, the object of the tost being to remain afloat for the remainder of the period.
Near the and of the period Chief Mackey
noticed a dead fly floating la the pool about
ton feet from Sweeney, and asked Sweeney
to "kindly remove the creature from the
water."

'Twas a quiet night in the Libe when
Rosie Rabkin and Edna Wright (both old
enough to know better) sat at the V-12
table. It caused quite a furor—since they
didn't look the least bit like sailors—'til a
librarian shooed them off to the female section.

SHE WAS SIMPLY CRUSHED

But Williams Hall coeds braved the winter-like winds te have their scheduled picnic
which was pretty low by that time, Sweeney
Monday night. And the cold weather didn't
swam toward the fly. Then the fun began.
. stop the infantry-minded Bee Gee wtmmea
Every time ho reached, tbe elusive insect
from attending the big army shew in Ike
scooted along the top of the water, full
park, either.
steam ahead.
In the excitement of the
chase Sweeney sank and rote along the sur- IN MEMORIUM
face, spouting water like a whale.
The
It isn't often that people have things
Chief declared it was going to bo a battle
named for them while they're alive, but
to the finish so the entire class ceased operathat's the case here in Bowling Green. The
tions to watch.
new picnic spot north of the stables has been
Finally the fly was overtaken, the exhaust- dubbed "Powell's Park" by some observant
ed Sweeney was dragged from the pool, aad,
person. "Doc" Powell, industrial arts prof,
(P. S.) he passed the test.
built the picnic stoves and tables and now
Summoning

"Why didn't you tell me in the FIRST plaoe that you
wanted a $100 War Bond on there?'

Two Sophmore Coeds Attend
Summer Industrial Workshop
Dorothy Raines, Tiffin, and Marjorie Hummon, Norwalk,
both University sophomores, have been chosen to attend an Industrial Workshop at the University of Chicago this summer.
They were two among thirty people selected from 150 applicants from nine states.
The Workshop is sponsored by the YMCA and YWCA for
1
ten weeks during the summer. It
starts June 17 and continues until
BEE GEE I's
September 1.

BG Grad Wins
Field Commission
Edited by Helen Bowen
This pant week Dr. I.owrie received a letter from Vincent lmmel, who in in Germany. Quoting
from that letter, "I came over
seas in January and was survey
sergeant with the 63rd (Blood and
Fire) Division. After a couple of
days ut combat I was shiftetl to
battalion headquarters as operations sergeant, where my job was
that of assistant to the S-2 and
S-3, the intelligence and gunnery
officers respectively.
Shortly
after the breaking through of the
Siegfried line I was given a battlefield commission. I was forward
observer, and in this capacity I
saw most of Germany and the
most action.
The field artillery
forward observer is just a glorified
infantryman. He is the guy who
takes off across country with a
company of doughboys with his
85 radio and three enlisted men,
when the infantry meets resistance
requiring artillery fire.
Machine Gun Fire
"Artillery fire is certainly different from what it was pictured in
the States. I've had to be under
fire when I was pinned down by
machine gun fire on a bald hill.
Imagine if you can a man lying
on his stomach seeking the shelter
of a shallow furrow, digging with
his fingers to enlarge the hole,
calling for a fire mission to the artillery three or four miles behind,
and at the same time praying to
God that the next machine gun fire
will not come any closer. The
worst thing by far the Jerry had
to offer us was his artillery, particularly his 88's. On several occasions I've been caught in the
woods when he could lay down concentration, all of which would be
tree burst, the only protection being a deep hole covered with legs.
Indifferent Attitude
"I am enraged at the apparent
indifference of the German people
toward the war. They leave their
homes when ordered to so that
American troops may move in,
with minimum tears and anxiety.
They look upon us to protect them
from liberated people like the
Poles and Russians, and even to
solve their personal problems. I
have found the Germans the most
similar to Americans than any
other American peoples.
If you think the Americans are
famous for gadgets, you ought to
see the contraptions the Germans
think up."
His address is I.t. Vincent Immel 02011736, A Btry., 863rd F.
A. Bn., APO 410, c/o PM, New
York, N. Y.
Schindler's Address
Lt. Al Schindler, a marine officer in Okinawa, has the address
of 12th Marine Ammd. Co., FMF,
c/o FPO, San Francisco, Calif.
2nd Lt. G.ilord Braithwalte,
x'42, former ATO president, is
now on Luzon in the Philippines
He has a permanent address with
the famed 32nd (Red Arrow) division of the Infantry. His address is Lt. G. C. Braithwaite,
01331568, APO 32, 128th Inf., Co.
G., e/o PM, San Francisco, Calif.

Dorothy and Marjorie will live
at George Williams College on the
University of Chicago campus.
During the day they will work in
industry according to their skills
and desires. The jobs will be secured through the United States
Employment Service, and they will
receive regular wages for the time
they work.
In the evening they will attend
seminars and lectures on labor
problems and labor legislation.
The complexity of industrial life
in Chicago will also be studied.
On week-ends field trips into
various areas of Chicago will be
conducted. These trips will include the slums and interstitial
areas.
Dorothy Kaines is the president
of the campus YWCA, and Marge
Hummon is the vice president.

Muskingum Fete
Has Gypsy Theme
The May Day fete at Muskingum College this year was patterned after "Gypsies."
The
theme revolved around the tales
of a Gypsy wanderer.
The Technique, Georgia Tech'e
publication, first made its appearance in 1911, and was entitled
"The TECHNIQUE, The South's
Liveliest College Weekly." The
four page tabloid carried bold
headlines—"G e o r g i a—Our Annual Triumph," although the game
had not yet been played!
Brooklyn
Polytech
students
have found that most of their
money is spent at the Poly PX—
the book store.
Male students at Kalamasoo
College say that these points are
desirable in their most "dateable"
girl: Must not have a ring on her
third finger or in her nose; must
be intelligent; must be halfway
good looking; must not be conceited; must not be a sourpuss; must
not be a super-sophisticate; and
must have a sense of humor.
There you arc girls!
"More liberty for women students. The abolition of rigid supervision.
The eradication of
suspicion." This is the newly announced policy of the Montana
University Kaimin. It's brave editorial is accompanied by an equally forceful cartoon, depicting the
plight of the unfortunate coed who
comes in after hours.

Dubuque Gets Fund*
For Development
A gift of $100,000 from Mrs.
Fred Wyman of Davenport, Iowa
was recently received by the University of Dubuque. This brings
to $130,115.09 the amount thus
far contributed to the Centennial
Development Fund of the University. In this fund of $1,500,000
it is expected that one-half of the
amount raised will be used-for endowment and one-half for program
and buildings including a library,
a new field house, apartment
building for married students, a
University church, a new dormitory for girls and • science hall.

JANUARY IN TUNE

all

hla

available

strength,

FBANTIC FERRIS
Lots Ferris is just a bundle of nerves these
days, what with trying to get the Frosh Bible
edited and entertain "Corky," home on a
21 day leave, at the same time.

has a memorial to himself.
All that is needed now is a sign—which
might be furnished by the art department:

INCOG-NOOK-TO
Suddenly, without a whisper of warning,
the coeds who live at 127 H Thurston Avenue found themselves no longer living in the
Ba*ne but in the Nook. It seems that the
landlord didn't like the old. time-honored
name so he changed it without tailing a
soul.
Now the fellows say, "I date a cookie from

y

Picnic
In Peace
In Powell's
Park . . .

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

/
/

The best thing about belongbng to eatracurricula* organisations all year is the baaquel they have every spring;. Attendance to
many clubs might be improved if the officers
chose ae their motto "Bi.g.r and Better Banquets."

Column Right!

Quixote, V-12 Style
by A/S Bob Bashore and A/S Bernle Block

FORTUNE . . .
"The brave man carves out his fortune,
and every man is the son of his own words."
"Fortune may have yet a better success
in reserve for you, and they who lose to-day
may win to-morrow."—Cervantes, "Don
Quixote."
These two quotations serve to illustrate
the feelings of the men as orders were read
last week. Some were happy, some were
sad. Heed the second quotation—and anyway—you're in the Navy, mate.
To break down the unit into it's virious
outgoing personnel is the last step' in the
ways of fortune.

CIGARETTES ...
Break into the news once more—aside
from its dally occurrences in the civilian
world. The armed forces stationed in the
United States are going to be rationed to
six packs of cigarettes a week. A ration
card will be issued to each enlisted man If
he signs up.
This new order went into effect on June
3. The men in this unit desiring ration
card have signed the muster list. There's
one consolation—we don't have to stand
in line for a pack of cigarettes.

OFFICIALLY . . .
Speaking; the inter-term leave will start
at 1700, on June 22 and terminate at 2100
on July 1. Reservations should be made now
on all trains, planes, or whatever mode of
travel. The end of June is one of the heavy
travel periods. We hope a word to the wise
is sufficient.

TAKING A PEEK ...
Under Louie's maternity ward gave us
quite a shock. Neatly printed on a label
on the boa is this quaint remark, "In
case of complaint—return to shipper."

HERE WE GO AGAIN ...
Dear Editor:
"Some time ago I lost a very good pen
and pencil set, which I had prised highly.
Immediately I inserted an ad in your magazine. Yesterday I found them in the pocket
of another suit. Bless your periodical."
e e e
"And after he kissed yon five times, then
what?"
"«)h, then he began to get sentimental."
e e e
Found on • Freshman's registration card:

Name of parents: "Mamma and Papa."
e e e
The only red menace in America is sunburn.

SOMEONE ASKED . . .
Us. "What happened to the open house
that you suggested a while back?" It
seems that the majority of the men In
the unit were not in favor of it. They
couldn't see girls walking through their
rooms it might prove very embarrassing
in some instances. A further comment
in the argument may be stated—perhaps
some are too lasy to really clean their
room.
In any case—there is no open
house.

BIG IDEA . . .
Column Right usually does not burden you
with profound thoughts on the pursuit of
happiness and the improvement of your
Yogi by the purchase of ten easy lessons
—all of whjch says nothing but does serve
to sugar-coat and to introduce this new idea.
Some people have asked to see a little
more stuff on the serious aide. We think
we have a feature that will answer their
requests and, at the same time, give ns
all a few good ideas to think about.
The feature, in this column, will be called
THE BIG IDEA of the WEEK—and will
consist of Big Ideas submitted by yon. They
don't have to be original—just bring in the
Big Idea that strikes you as being especially
worth while.
For a starter let's take this quote from
Elisabeth Brownin,
"Let no one till hie death
Be called unhappy. Measure not the work
Until the day's out aad the labor done."
A lot of us are prone to criticise others
for the way they think and for the things
they do just because they don't exactly agree
with the ideas we have; we measure their
personalities by the very little we know
about them. We try to evaluate what they
have thus far done in the light of our own
experiences—and. usually, we are overly
critical because we cannot see the thought
that lies behind the things they do—because
we cannot appreciate, fully, what their
ultimate goal is.
This week's Big Idea is to be just a
little more slow to criticise—think just
a second before making a false estimate of
someone's efforts. "Measure not the work
until the day's out and labor done."
This given yen an idea of what we mean.
De yo« like the Big Idea? Lei', bare
yonrst
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Wakan To Be
Today at 7:00

BEE OU NEWS

JAPANESE SANDMAN

S*^ SLOW <J0f

Everyone will meet at the Women's Building at 7:00 p.m. and
proceed from there.
Included in the program will be
group singing, initiation of new
members, installation of officers,
presentation of awards, and a
farewell ceremony for the seniors.
Following the group singing, led
by Marilyn Gebhart, new members
will be initiated. Then the newly
elected officers will be installed
and letters will be awarded to
those members who have completed
eight seasons of sports and have
belonged to two clubs. One club
may have been closed and one
open, or both may have been closed. (A closed club is one in which
tryouts are required for membership.)
A huge campfire will be built on
a small hill, and after the seniors
are introduced, they will walk
single file around the Are and over
the hill carrying lighted torches,
while the group sings "Auld Lang
Syne."
Wakan, an Indian term meaning
"farewell," was started in 1936
and has since then become an annual affair.
N&w officers to be installed are:
Clara iean Miller, president; Magdaline Batcha, vice president; Alice
VietmeiS.r, secretary; Jean Davidson, treasurer; Virginia Dawe, social chairman; Ruth Lenert and
Ann Cutler, Vo-publicity chairmen.
Retiring officers are: Lois Kocklaun, president; Clara Jean Miller,
vice president; Jrtncy Rothe, secretary; Shirley Guscott, treasurer,
Barbara Burridge, social chairman; Betty Long av4 Lucille
Pope, co-publicity chairmen.
Barbara
Wolcott is general
chairman of Wakan. Committees
are aa follows: food—Carol Lowman, chairman, Jean Cholley,' Jacqueline Greenhill, Marilyn Whitacre, Virginia Dawe, and Miss Gertrude Epplcr, adviser; invitation a
and publicity—Lucille Pope, chairman, Ann Cutler, June Widner,
Barbara Jayne, and Miss Carolyn
Shaw, adviser; program and games
—Shirley Guscott, chairman, Betty
Boehk, June Smith, Reva Bailey,
and Miss Jane Shoemaker, adviser;
campfire and clean-up—Virginia
Milliard, chairman, Mary DeVore.
Janet Hartsel, Betty Nickel, Jean
Davidson, and Miss Shoemaker,
adviser;
torches—Betty
Long,
chairman, Alice Vietmeier, Dorothy Daso, Dorothy Hall, and Miss
Shaw, adviser.

CLA-ZEL
ENDS THURS.
Opportunity Club .
Cash Award

June 7
$325

Gail Russell. Charles
Kuggles in

"Our Hearts Were
Young and Gay"
Co-Hit

"Honeymoon Ahead"
with
Allan Jones. Grace McDonald
FRI-SAT
Ju.. 8-9
Dorothy Lamour, Eddie
Bracken in

New Women's Handbook Game With Flyers
Cancelled By Rain
To Be Ready In Fall
The new Women's Handbook
which will be published under the
direction of Audrey Kenyon
Wilder, dean of women, and the
WSGA Board, will be ready for
distribution next fall.
The first edition was published
this year, containing information
about WSGA, YWCA, WAA, and
the Panhellenic Council. The new
edition will contain, in addition,
information about Cap and Gown,
senior women's honorary.
The
board is working on copy now,
Dean Audrey Kenyon Wilder said.

Iowa Plans Aids
For Education
IOWA CITY, IA.—(ACP)—A
Communications Center, designed
lo keep the University and the
state abreast of fast-moving developments in press, radio, television, and visual aids, is one of the
first buildings the University of
Iowii hopes to erect when materials become available, according to
President Virgil M. Hanchcr.
The b'lllding will house journalism, publications, visual education,
and ra<|j .
It is being planned,
PresiH'.a l'Hnclier said, with three
purposes in' view—to provide facilities for givinc Iowa boys and
girls the best training in these
communication fields thoy can get
anywhere, to make the University
more useful to th newspapers and
radio stations of the state than it
has ever been, and to furnish the
schools, businesses, manufacturers,
and homes of the state with every
possible oral and visual educational aid.
"The years after thtt, war are
likely to be a CommVnications
Age," said President HaVcher in
explaining plans for the new building. "The airplane, radio, television, press, and motion picture
may be as important in remaking
the face of the world as was the
machine in the last century. We
are going to be only forty hours
from the most distant point on
earth by plane, and a quarter of a
second away by electronics.

"Rainbow Island"
in color
Second Big Hit
Tom Conway, Barbara Hale in

"Falcon in Hollywood"
SUN MONTUE June 10-12
Doors open 1:45 Sunday
Gary Cooper, Ingrid Bergman
in

"For Whom the Bell
Tolls"
in technicolor

ivuiio
Ends THURSDAY

Jane 7

Janet Gaynor, Fredric March

"A Star is Born"
in technicolor
FRI-SAT
Jun. 8-9
Buster Crabbc in

"Valley of Vengeance"
SUN-MON

Jane 10-11

"I Love a Mystery"
with Jim Bowman, Rina Foch

The baseball game scheduled
with Romulus Air base of Michigan
for June 1 was cancelled because
of rain there. This game will be
played on June 14.
The Falcons next home game
will be this Friday against Lockbourne Air Base of Columbus,
Ohio. This team previously beat
Bee Gee on their home Hold.

Major
(Continued from page 1)
ed up; at 4:30 we went forward.
Of the gun-mounting lorries, half
were lost." New Zealand infantry were praised by the Major for
their part in this action.
At el Alamein the Afrika Korps
was given what the Major termed
"a jolly good hiding."
Italy
Italy was strategically vital to
the Middle East campaign, for
three reasons. First it prevented
a link-up between Germany and
Japan. Second, it gave the allies a
lifeline through the Mediterranean
Sea, so ships didn't have to go
around the Cape, a six month voyage. Many more supplies could
now be sent to the Russians. And
third, the forces engaged, 26 German and a 6 Fascist Divisions,
were nearly a million men that
Hitler might have used well elsewhere.
Allied air bases in Italy sent aid
to Tito and to the Russians, and
towards the end of the campaign in
Europe ground forces hooked up
with the Red Army's southern
flank in Austria. Marshall Stalin
twice sent congratulatory messoges
to the forces in Italy, "and when
Joe Stalin gives anybody a compliment, you may be sure they have
earned it."
Escape in Mountains
Mountains run up and down the
Italian peninsula, with wide, dangerous rivers in the valleys between them. The mountains arc
beautiful, purple,
brown, and
blue, snow-capped in summer and
buried in snow most of the year.
The roads arc cut out of the mountainsides, with sharp precipices below for hundreds of feet, and
treacherous hairpin bends.
"I had gone forward on one of
these roads with an escort of two
tanks to secure a good observation post. The tanks had to be
wiggled around the corners with
much jerking of the joy-stick, and
went rather slowly. Growing impatient, I went on ahead with the
jeep, telling the tanks to follow
behind as best they could. A mile
and a half further on I found a
fine clump of bushes which made
a perfect post, and climbed up the
hill with my map and compass to
check the layout.
"I instinctively crouched as I

COOL AS
A WAVE
Dip your straw through the
foamy top of the soda . . .
down into the cool, cool
depths of the tall glass. Sip
the satisfying refreshment.
And the best is yet to come
. . . the big portion of creamy
ice cream. Ah—how cooling
. . . how good-tasting . . .
how tempting on warm days.

15c
Rogers Bros.
Drug Store

Sixth Horse Show
Will Be Friday
At the sixth annual Spring
Horse Show, to be held June 8 at
the Hedden School of Riding, spectators will see harness horses in
Bowling Green for the first time in
20 years.
During the afternoon session,
which begins at 2:00 Friday, Boots
and Saddle, the riding club sponsored by the Hedden School of
Riding for university women, will
offer its annual scholarship. All
high school senior girls may compete in this contest.
Highlighting the evening session
beginning at 7:30, is the contest
for the championship cup offered
by the Hedden School of Riding
to its former students.
Three classes of harness horses,
together with 20 classes of both
horses and horsemanship, are
scheduled for Friday afternoon
and evening. Mr. A. J. Merrick
of Columbus, Ohio will judge the
various classes, and Dr. Rea McCain will officiate as Ringmaster.
This promises to be one of the
most entertaining and thrilling
events of the year, said Mr. Hedden, manager of the Horse Show.
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Wakan, a picnic and campfire honoring senior members
of the WAA, will be held tonight in a grassy field at the
edge of town on West Wooster
Street. Any person meeting
qualifications for membership
in WAA is eligible to attend.
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Club Outing Ends
With Picnic
The last Outing Club event of
the season will be a swimming
party and picnic at the City Park,
Saturday, June 9. Members
should meet at the Women's Building at 1:30 p.m.
The refreshment committee is
Reva Bailey, chairman, Betty
Boech, Dorothy Sells, and Catherine Dort. The fire committee is
Dorothy Fox, chairman; Betty
Lange, Nancy Gleason, and Leota
Beach.
All members who wish to attend
should sign up on the bulletin
board in the Women's gym by Friday noon.
crossed the sky-line, which was
lucky for just over the ridge I saw
the Bosche, 15 yards awayl They
were just as surprised as 1 was,
and I whipped out my pistol,
shouting and waving to an imaginary group of men to close in. This
actually fooled the nearest group,
but two machine-guns opened fire
from another post, and I had to
leave in a hurry.
From the
tanks, I was able to direct artillery
fire into the position by radio, and
the number of dead Germans showed I remembered their location
perfectly."
Ambush
Before Florence my troops were
patrolling with an armored car
unit, he said, relating another experience. The morning had been
quite successful, having captured
15 Germans and routed out machine gun nest in several farm
houses, and everyone began to feel
quite pleased with himself. Then,
for two hours, there was an
ominous lull.
"Suddenly pandemonium broke
loose. The Germans had dug seven
foot fox holes at both ends of the
road, and opened up on the column
with mortars, bazookas, grenades,
tommy-guns and rifle fire. The
leading car was hit and destroyed.
But we had our "bag of
tricks," and fought back at them.
"I remember one man, a scoutcar driver, who noticed a German
post firing from the slope on the
right bank. He crawled on his
tummy, Indian fashion, to within
8 or 9 yards of the Germans. He
blazed away with his tommy-gun,

Falcons Will Play Football
States Athletic Committee
Football definitely will be played at Bowling Green next
year, it was announced last week by Coach Harold Anderson,
head of the athletic department.
Because of the scarcity of men, the possibility of having
football was rather doubtful. There will be no student body
here from the end of the summer term, August 17, until the
beginning of the fall term, October

Falcons Defeat
Wesleyan 12-6
The Bowling Green State
University baseball team
made the long trip to Delaware, Ohio, last Monday, June
4, to defeat Ohio Wesleyan
12-6 in a seven inning game.
This was the second win of
the season over the Bishops.
A/S Pat Mulvihill again pitched the Falcons to victory, giving
up only six hits and going the entire route. He was ably assisted
by Tom Inman behind the plate.
Bowling Greens starting line-up
was virtually the same as last
week's line-up against Camp Perry
except for Mulvihill.
The Falcons outhit Wesleyan
9-6. In the first inning Wesleyan
garnered three runs to Bee Gee's
one.
In the third both teams
scored two but in the fourth and
fifth innings the Falcons had a
field day scoring three and four
respectively. Bee Gee got two in
the last inning to the Bishops, one
which finished the scoring.
The Falcons committed several
errors in the first and last innings
but by margin of their extra hits
were able to make up for it.
Jim Knierim led Bowling Green's
batters with two hits which scored
three runs. John Gantt knocked
out a beautiful triple which was
Bee Gee's longest hit. Bob Hood
also hit pay dirt by getting a
single to score two runs.
This Friday Lockbourne Air
Base of Columbus, Ohio, comes to
Bowling Green for a game at 3:45.
Coach Steller regards this team
as the best the Falcons have opposed this year and this ought to
be a good game.
On Saturday
Oberlin will come to Bowling
Green to play a double header.
The first game will start at 1:30.
and killed live of the enemy soldiers, capturing two. He brought
these back to the car, and since
the Browning had over-heated,
made the Bosche load magazines
in the smaller bren gun his buddy
was firing."
Garlfliano River
Brand new from England, a 2nd
lieutenant who wanted revenge
came into the Major's outfit. A
few months later, crossing the
Garigliano River, he was wounded in the arm and behind the neck
by machine-gun fire. His troops
had been in action all day nnd
night, ferrying the assault squads
and bringing back wounded. All
this time the German 88's and
210's were shelling their positions
relentlessly. Finally fresh troops
were brought up, with them a
Sapper Captain, who was to relieve the young lieutenant. But
on checking up he found one of
the sections hadn't got back from
the other side, where they were
on stretcher duty. So the lieuten-

21, and the number of Navy men
eligible to play will be small. The
athletic committee has met, however, and has decided to have a
team.
Players will include both V-12's
and civilians. Approximately 70
new V-12's will be enrolled in July
as first termers, but there is a
Navy rule stipulating that anyone
who comes in as a first termer is
inelibigle to participate in sports
unless he has had previous college
experience. This will eliminate a
number of the men. After the
summer term ends, civilians on the
team will continue to attend school
taking courses in the same classes
with the V-I2's.
"We don't expect a strong fotball team, but we are going to
keep the game alive," said Mr.
Anderson after he explained that
there will be very few who have
played before.
Practices will begin about Aug.
1 with the first game scheduled
at Alma, Michigan, August 31.
The rest of the tentative schedule
of games is as follows:
September
7—Central Michigan, hero
14—Bnldwin-Wallace ut Berea
22—Miami ut Oxford
29—Open
October
G—Oberlin at Oberlin
13—Case, here
Tho athletic committee consists
of three faculty members and three
students. The fuculty members
are Prof. D. S. Crowley, chairman,
Dr. G. W. Cookc, and Coach Harold Anderson. Students included
are Willium I.uther, Jene Kohls,
and Sid Otten.
ant went over and brough them
out to the bivouuc urea, with 18
casualties out of 27 men. Then
he collapsed, und has since had
six operations, and will have more.
Major Robinson, who won a
Military Cross in this action, summed up by reminding the audience
to help the wounded veterans, but
not to make them feel like misfits.
He also emphasized the unity between the Allies during the war
must be kept into the peace. Bob
Crowell, Student Council president, introduced the speaker, and
listed his other decorations lost
recently to souvenir hunters. Besides the Military Cross, these are
the 1939 Star for Dunkirk; the
African and Ituliun Stars, and the
Oak Leaf Citation.

The news that the
very best in Baked
Goods may be found
at

J/wni.r FuUral
R—0rv System

Bank of
Wood County
/nauranct

"CUM LAUDE" for HOT
WEATHER!
Summer heat demands a hair
style that can "take it!"
Come in and we'll do the reel

Kay Ann
Beauty Shop

Ross Bakery

DAD'S DAY GIFT
HITS

MALE HELP
WANTED
Army Ration
Operation
Experience Not
Necessary
You can relax and be assured of quality and service
when your clothes are in our
hands.

University
Cleaners

Score a hit with dad by giv-

Age 16 Years and up

H. J. Heinz
Company
Bowling Green, Ohio

For your Bike Hike Pack a
lunch from

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

ing him a gift from
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A Concentrated Study PlanStudents Are Both Pro-Con

Alpha Chi's "h Of The Ball
Name 'Belle'

Billie Jean Warren waa chosen
as the Southern Belle at Alpha Chi
Should we concentrate study in one subject into a short Omega's traditional Cotton Ball
period during which we study only that subject, instead of last Saturday night in the Rec
studying several subjects throughout a full semester as is done HalL
At this time a colonial bouquet
now?
Campus opinion seems to be about evenly divided on the was presented to this year's
honoree
Lois Perrin, president
question at Bowling Green State University, where both stu- of Alpha by
Chi Omega.
dents and faculty members were
Billie is a senior at Bowling
asked their opinion and where
both groups were divided among Green High School and is planto attend the University next
themselves on the subject. The ning
question arises periodically among fall.
The
first Southern Belle chosen
college people, and came no nearer positive solution this time than by the Alpha Chi's was Dottie
Bishop, now a Gamma Phi Beta
The annual Alpha Phi breakfast at any other.
given in honor of the returning
One professor made no positive senior.
The girl chosen is never known,
almunae was held in the Nest Sat- statement of opinion, but stated
Lois Perrin, Alpha Chi Omega
urday morning at 9. This is that it would probably be better, even by the sorority, until the
another one of the traditions con- if used at all, to be used among night of the dance. She is chosen president, presents Billie Jean
tinued by the chapter since being more advanced students where a by a committee of judges who are Warren, Bowling Green High
School senior who was chosen as
nationalised.
sufficient background in subject appointed by the sorority.
Judges who acted this year the Southern Belle at the Cotton
Bonnie Bichan was general matter would help students to
chairman and Joanne Jones, toast- maintain concentrated interest in were Prof. D. W. Bowman, Mr. Ball Saturday. BIHie's ascort was
Lauren Janzer, and Mrs. James Jim Viol.nd, SAE president.
mistress. There were 90 members their work.
Individual opinions were as fol- Lehman.
present including the 85 guests
from various cities. After the lows:
breakfast an alumnae meeting folVirginia O'Dowd, senior, elelowed.
mentary education, experienced
Some of the guests who gradu- teacher, from Marion—You could
ated recently were: Helen Moser, keep your assignments in mind
Phyllis Scofleld Meyers, Madeline better. But would you get as
Bichan, Meg Fridley, Donnabel much done? You would have less
Shuck, Jean Shaw, McDonna Sit- time to absorb each subject. I
An appropriate title to this might well be: Things that
terle Street, Fay Krellick Holz- don't think I would like it. If you
used it in elementary school you we would change at B.G. if we were in a position to do it—
hauer, and Alice Bates.
would not be able to correlate OR—Changes that could be made were the faculty to absent
subjects as you can now.
itself for two weeks.
Catherine Friend, junior, ele(1) Change the time limit for a prof to arrive in class
mentary education and business, from 10 minutes to nine. The first nine are always the hardexperienced teacher, Christiansest—and besides, he always comes
burg—I think it would be wonderful. You'd learn more. This way fourth year. I believe they have a the instant the clock clicks into
WSGA will honor senior wo- you can't really concentrate on running course which lasts all place. It'a one of the major morale-lowerers on campus.
men with a breakfast June 9, at anything, but by taking one sub- year, also.
(2) Have a regular assembly
9:30 a.m. on the lawn of the Alpha ject at a time you'd have time to
Dr. Samuel M. Mayfield, profesChi Omega house.
follow up any angles that you sor of geography and geology— scheduled every week—a two hour
I'm for it 100 per cent and always one—and then make sure that the
Last year was the first time that found of particular interest.
the breakfast was given. WSGA
Catherine Cioiimin, professor have been. The thing that we do speaker doesn't show up. This,
plans to make it a traditional af- of art—I have hardly been here in the traditional plan just doesn't however, will not be known until
five minutes before assembly time,
fair. The purpose of the gather- long enough to express an opinion. make sense. I like to work at
ing is to bring the senior women However, I rather favor the idea. one thing until I get it done; I and since everyone will be scattertogether for the last time before I think it is not good in the sopho- have always thought I worked ed to the four winds by then, it
graduation. A sort of "old ac- more and fieshman years; how- more efficiently that way.
will be impossible to round them up
quaintance" party follows, where ever, it seems to me that there is
Hiram does it and has for some again for classes.
plans for the future are discussed, no difference between the upper years. They like it.
(3) Do away completely with deand highlights of the past years and lower classmen here as there
I have never thought of it so merits, term papers, and book reare recalled.
is at some places, where the de- much in connection with high ports. These three have the most
Virginia Cryer is chairman of finite division means a great deal school and grade school.
My consistent habit of retreating into
the general arrangements. Food is to the students. Some such sys- thinking has been on the college the back of one's mind, and then
under the direction of Juanita tem as this for upper classmen level. I don't know why it would flying out and hitting one with a
Neal, and Ann Cutler is in charge might be good.
not work, but as I said, I haven't sudden, deadening blow.
of invitations.
Another thing that I think
If a student will apply himself
(4) Either never restrict the
would improve the curriculum diligently to a subject, then the quarry,
or fill it up with rocks.
would be to have more classes in more intense his interest the more
which students are allowed to he will learn. It is much easier to Or build a roll-back roof on the
Fraternity Initiates
work out phases in which they are sustain or to build up an interest' Natatorium, and let the sun shine
Five New Members
interested.
for a short period of time than in.
for a third of a year. Therefore
Donald
E.
French,
V-12—No,
Beta Gamma Upailon Fraternity
with student cooperation it would
initiated five new members in an I don't think it would be good. seem the proposed plan should
came here for a liberal eduearly morning ceremony Sunday, You
cation. It isn't an accepted stand- work quite well.
after which the brothers attended ard,
nnyway.
But whut of those students who
services at the Methodist Church
Frances Andrei, junior in ele- arc not particularly interested?
in a group. The new members are mentary
There
lies the problem. If they
education, experienced
Nine Williams Hall waitresses
Bob Stair. Louis Miller, Ted teacher, married, from Edon— arc subjected to a professor, text, journeyed deluxe in the University
Weeks, Bill Forehand, and Bob Hiram docs it. Their graduates and course, no matter how dull, pick-up truck to Grand Rapids
have been Just as successful as for a third of a year, they can Park Sunday evening for a picnic.
O'Connor.
people from any other type of hardly avoid learning something. The University River lab is located
university, if not more so. It But under an intensified program in the park.
enables some of their students to one can easily picture such a stuThe participants shive r i n g I y
get in more work than they other- dent's lack of interest and en- agreed that June picnics in Noadvantngc
after
only
a
week
of
wise could. I know a fellow who
vember weather are fun, if slightgraduated there, who, by that tlnisiasm placng him at a fatal dis- ly exhausting. Those who enjoythe
concentrated
study.
plan, was able to get majors in
ed this excursion are: Mary Kay
Walgreen Agency
math, physics, and chemistry. He
Dr. Floranca J. Williamson, pro- Vascik, Betty Acker, Mary-Ann
may
have
been
an
exception,
but
fessor
of
education—
I
have
never
102 N. Main St.
Koeppe, Mary Rldenour, Enid
at least he seemed to think that made up my mind. It has two Gland, Bulah Miller, Lucille Pope,
he could get more work in with sides. I think you would become June Bruce, and Polly Simkins.
that plan.
rather weary of a subject conFor your every drug
I think the way it works at Hi- centrating on it constantly, but
The facile tongue and persuaram is that instead of studying pousibly if there were two subjects
store need
four subjocts for all year, stu- it would work out all right. In- sive gavel of Dr. Harry F. Skornia,
dents study one subject for a tensive study on just one subject director of radio programs at Indiana University, chalked up a
seems too much.
Dr. Williams' son tried the plan Red Cross fund of $2,147.7,'. at a
in a secondary school once and 1 recent benefit auction.
think they had quite a bit of criticism from students. Until students build up an interest and Vesey I» President
background, they do not find Of Treble Clef
enough of interest to keep them
busy. They would waste a great
Evelyn Vesey wes. elected presideal of time, I'm afraid.
dent of Treble Clef for the year
I feel that the lower students 1945-46. Other officers are: secreare in school, the less background tary, Marjorie Hartsook; business
they have and the less the plan manager, Janice Smith; publicity
would be likely to succeed. It director, Donna Rohr; and librarimight be suitable for upperclass an, Marian Organ.
college students—and, indeed,
that is more or less what is practiced now. Juniors and seniors
are expected to pick major and
minor fields and to concentrate
on them more or less, and graduate students concentrate almost
exclusively in one or two fields.
by Helen Allion

Alpha Phi's Have
Alum Breakfast

There'll Be Some ChangesOr-We Can Dream Can't We?

WSGA Will Honor
All Senior Women

Nine Waitresses
Picnic Sunday

Centre Drug
Store

Pearls
Please
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Along Sorority Bow
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA

'Rec' Parly

Betty Nan Bowdle Guernsey,
Las Amigas alumna who graduated in 1942, was initiated into
Alpha Chi Omega recently.
Senior members were dinner
guests of the sorority patronesses
at the home of Mrs. W. C. Donahue June 3. Patronesses present were Mrs. R. B. Waugh, Mrs.
R. A. Schaller, Mrs. J. P. Kennedy,
Mrs. F. E. Peace, and Mrs. E. S.
Raydure. Mrs. James Lehman,
housedirector, was also a guest

DELTA GAMMA
Members of the senior class will
be entertained June 14 at the
home of Mrs. Sanford Price,
Woodville, sorority adviser. Last
year Mrs. Price began the tradition of entertaining the seniors
at her home each year.

GAMMA PHI BETA
A farewell dinner for seniors
will be held at the house tomorrow
night. Wilma Granger is general
chairman for the dinner.
The annual honor's day dinner
and program for actives and alumnae will be held Sunday evening,
June 10, at the home of Mrs.
Claude Haswell. Janey Rothe is
general chairman.
Lucille Rickel, former student
and Gamma Phi Beta alumna, entertained the chapter at tea in her
home in Luckey June 3.

PHRATRA
Gloria Beveridge and Doris
Meier were pledged last week.
Phratra actives" and pledges
were entertained at a dessert held
Sunday evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Singer.

TRI-LAMBDA
A faculty tea was held Sunday
afternon from 3 to 5 in the Recreation Hall.
Dean Audrey Kenyon Wilder
and Mrs. Maurice Mercer, one
of the sorority's new sponsors,
poured.
Patricia Davis was in charge of
plans for the tea. Heads of the
committees were: table settings,
Dorothy Minturne; refreshments,
Dorothy Siddaway; invitations,
Patricia Edwards; and general,
Kay Westcnbarger.

Book And Motor
Initiates Nine
Nine new members were initiated into Book and Motor, honorary scholastic society, at its annual banquet Monday evening at
the Women's Club.
Rev. F. Elwynn Peace, pastor of
the Bowling Green First Christian
Church, addressed the group. His
topic was "A Dream That Will
Not Die."
The new members were officially welcomed into the organization
by president Winifred Cole, vice
president Virginia Cryer, and secretary, Mary-Ann Koeppe.
Jean Meek, sophomore from
Akron, sang two selections: "When
I Have Sung My Songs" by
Charles, and "The Janitor's Boy"
by Wolfe.
New members of Book and Motor are: Elizabeth Beggs, Carmen
Bond, A/S Robert Hutchinaon,
Jeannette Klotz, Grace Lewis,
Gene Mpomey Pike, Helen Pugh,
A/S Kunnon Smith, and Mary
Wollam.

Approximately 40 Independent
women attended a party in the
Rec Hajl sponsored by theb organization last Tuesday.
Several mixer games preceded a
short business session during which
the president, Lucille Pope, suggested that members consider ideas
for an Independent sponsored
all-campus function next year.
Following the business session
games were played. Square dancing proved popular when Janette
Vawter officiated as the caller for
square dancing, and Helen Stroble
played the piano.
Onnalee McGillvary, the Independents' social chairman, and
Ruth Willey, Eileen McKelvey,
Betty Ullrich, and Jean Watt planned the party. Janis Cramer and
Betty Ullrich were on the refreshments committee.
Jean Watt,
Jeanette Vawter, and Helen Strobe! directed the games.

Batcha To Head
Spanish Club
At the May 30 meeting of the
Spanish Club the following officers were chosen for the coming
year: president, Magdalene Batcha; vice president, Peg LeFevre;
secretary, Lois Perrin; treasurer,
Marcia Hachtel.
This year's officers, Mary Jf»
Davis, Alice White, Peg LeFevre,
and Marcia Hachtel, will relinquish
their positions in favor of true new
officers who will officiate at the
June meeting.
After the business meeting Catalina Spinetto taught the group a
Chilean song and several short
talks were given in Spanish—Jose
Jaramillo telling about his native
Peru and Antonio Gonzalee speaking about his country, Panama.

Room Reservations
Must Be Made Soon
Students who want to live In the
dormitories during summer school
should make room reservations in
Dean Arch B. Conklin's office as
soon as possible. Instead of having the Delta Gamma house open
this summer, as was originally intended, Williams Hall will be open
along with Shatzel. The two dormitories will be opened to accommodate the unexpected number of
summer students, Dean Conklin
stated.

Business Seniors
Have Tea Sunday
Sunday Dean and Mrs. Ralph G.
Harshman entertained at tea seniors who are students in the college of Business Administration
and the faculty members of the
departments of business administration and economics and their
wives.
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